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! Silence is the drone that runs through all of my music.
—Stuart Saunders Smith

! Silence is powerful and complex, touching nearly every aspect of human 

experience. In social interactions, in the realm of spirituality, and in the plastic and 

performing arts, the ability to handle and interpret silence is not merely a sign of 

expertise, but is practically a sine qua non for any sort of effective engagement. The 

past hundred years have been particularly fruitful ones for the investigation of silence, 

as evidenced by the work of many philosophers and artists—Martin Heidegger, Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty, Robert Rauschenberg, Mark Rothko, Samuel Beckett, Harold Pinter, 

and John Cage have all furthered our understanding of what silence can be and do, and 

have helped continue a centuries-long demonstration of what silence is incapable of, 

which is surprisingly little.

! That being said, much of the work of the last century has led to clearer ideas only 

about narrow slivers of silent phenomena, mainly because most of these artists are 

related to silence in some narrow way—either their conception of silence is narrow, or 

one aspect of, or a singular example in, their work has gained traction in mainstream 

discourse. So we get the silence of Rauschenberg’s white paintings, or Cage’s 4’ 33”, or 

the theatrical “Pinter pause.”

! The work of Stuart Saunders Smith is an exception to this. Throughout his work, 

silence is incorporated for its phenomenological diversity—there will likely never be a 

“Smith silence,” because of all of Stuart’s silences. We may certainly be thankful for this, 



but it creates a difficulty—it’s much easier to get one’s rhetorical arms around one kind 

of silence than many. There doesn’t exist much of a vocabulary or methodology for 

discussing musical silence in the broad sense, but philosophers—especially in the field 

of phenomenology—have been grappling with silence for some time, and have 

developed methods and terms that will assist our discussion—our celebration—of the 

many phenomenologies of silence in Stuart’s work.

Defining Silence: Smith Contra Cage

! Joan Retallack: But then the existence of silence means that it's not only duration 
! ! that is a characteristic of both sound and silence, but also amplitude. 
! ! Since silence is ambient sound—
! John Cage: Yes, so it complicates the situation even more.

—John Cage, in conversation with Joan Retallack

! Most discussions of musical silence give pride of place to John Cage, and given 

the prominence—the notoriety—of 4’ 33” and the generous proportions of silence in his 

late pieces, this is not terribly surprising. Ultimately, however, the strength of Cage’s 

identification with silence should not be allowed to obscure a crucial point: Cage’s 

definition of silence, while quite well-suited to discussions of his own music, is also quite 

limited, and fails to address some of the most basic, intuitive notions about the 

importance of silence in music that is not Cage’s.

! What Cage means by “silence” is the sum total of all sounds that are produced 

unintentionally in whatever span of time is under consideration. In addition to the 

epigraph of this section, citations abound, whether from the man himself:

! [M]usic takes place wherever we are and is expressed by the sounds that we 
! hear and call simply ambient sound; or, we call them silence! If we ourselves are 
! not making the sounds, then all the sounds we hear we call silence, hmm? (Cage 
! 1995, 190)



! or his biographer, David Revill:

! Silence...was to be entered or achieved by work on oneself—breaking the habit 
! of unreflectively acting on the world or thinking about it, and thereby becoming a 
! fruitful receiver of what was actually happening. (Revill 164)

! or Cage scholar Christopher Shultis:

! For Cage, there was no such thing as absolute silence. Silence is simply 
! unintended sound. Those sounds constitute what Cage regarded as music. 
! (Shultis 51)

! This is not to argue that Cage doesn’t have a valid point, whether it be that 

absolute silence does not exist, or that there will always be a sound to hear if one is 

listening, or that silence is a necessary feature of the attentive posture of one who 

means to listen. In fact, this approach to silence is necessary if one means to create a 

music where there are no hierarchical relationships between sounds, as Cage did.

! But therein lies the first of two difficulties in universalizing Cage’s notions about 

silence: nearly all of the remainder of Western art music relies on organizing sounds in 

hierarchies. Nearly all of it functions as some sort of discourse—as utterances that are 

transmitted between one or more speakers and one or more listeners. Even without 

delving into the nature of discourse per se, the notion that the sounds comprise the 

silence, and the silence is the music, and the music is comprised of sounds, ad 

infinitum, is a circular one that fails to address the common and useful intuitions that 

sound and silence exist in some kind of coin-face opposition, and that one can be 

relatively easily distinguished from the other given minimal context or interpretive effort. 

There’s nothing wrong with adopting a Cagean listening posture, but due to cultural 

traditions, personal preferences, or a desire to cross the street safely, most of us do so 

only in specially bounded circumstances.



! A second difficulty in universalizing Cage’s ideas about silence was offered in a 

phone conversation with Stuart. He gave the following hypothetical: if an audience 

member were to have a heart attack during a performance of 4’ 33”, are the sounds of 

his or her suffering part of the piece, or not? Stuart elaborated further in a letter to me:

! I am influenced by Cage in the negative. His use of silence, in say 4’ 33”, frames 
! anything. And in doing so risks framing destructive forces as art. Art and life are 
! separate for me. Art focuses life experience by the frame, by talking in a special 
! space…

! Stuart later told me that differences over this issue contributed to his suspension 

of communication with Cage. One might argue for the neutrality of sounds, but arguing 

for the neutrality of the sources of those sounds leads to untenable conclusions. At a 

minimum, one must take the Cagean listening posture, and thus Cage’s definition of 

silence, as a bounded case, specific to particular situations.

A Discursive Approach to Musical Silence

! The discourse of conscience never comes to utterance. Conscience only calls 
! silently…

—Martin Heidegger

! The definition of discourse offered earlier—utterances that are transmitted from 

one or more speakers to one or more listeners—is enough to initiate a discussion about 

the role that silence plays in the vast majority of Western art music, and in Stuart’s 

music in particular. Before commencing with that discussion, however, it is important to 

note that it is not necessary for utterances to carry precise linguistic meaning—

utterances may vary widely in medium and specificity.

! Perhaps the most thorough examination of discursive silence—and the one most 

immediately applicable to Western art music—is Bernard Dauenhauer’s 1980 book 



Silence: The Phenomenon and its Ontological Significance. Dauenhauer’s general 

definition of silence includes the following:

! 1) Silence “is a founded, active, intentional performance,” i.e., it is not merely an 

absence of utterance (Dauenhauer 82).

! 2) Because silence affects the basis of discourse, it cannot be completely 

autonomous, i.e., it will and must affect others in addition to the silent participant 

(Dauenhauer 79).

! 3) Silence is a cut, suspension, or interruption that establishes and maintains 

various tensions or oscillations within discourse, and which “binds and joins” its 

participants in various ways (Dauenhauer 79).

! One simple hypothetical situation in which these traits are evident is a 

conversation between two friends, each of whom employ silences to signal that they are 

momentarily finished speaking, and that they expect their conversational partner to 

respond. Such silences are founded, active, and intentional (though likely deployed 

without much conscious effort); they are not autonomous insofar as they affect both 

parties in the discourse; they maintain an oscillation between the speaking and listening 

roles that each participant assumes in turn, and the participants are bound together by 

the responsibilities of those oscillating roles if the conversation is to be successful. One 

also notes that these specific silences differ in kind from the short silences that separate  

the phrases and sentences contained within a single contiguous utterance, and that the 

confusion of these two kinds of silence is what causes accidental interruptions in 

conversation.



! In fact, Dauenhauer gives specific names to these two kinds of silence: the first 

kind (that which opens or closes an utterance) he calls fore-and-aft silence, while the 

second kind (that which punctuates an utterance, dividing it into lexically sensible 

segments) he calls intervening silence. These two types of silence play a huge part in 

Western art music, including the common use of short silences to separate phrases in 

larger musical structures, the efforts of performers to communicate the beginning and 

ending of works or movements with fore-and-aft silences whose phenomenologies differ 

from the intervening silences between phrases, etc. (One quickly realizes that the list of 

correspondences is lengthy.)

! Intervening silences have two characteristics that are immediately germane to 

this discussion:

! 1) Through their number, placement, and duration, intervening silences 

contribute not only to the lexical sense of an utterance, but its dramatic content as well 

(Dauenhauer 7).

! 2) The nature of intervening silence demonstrates that utterance and silence 

oppose each other in some basic way. If one considers the sequence A-1-B-2-C, where 

A, B, and C are utterances, and 1 and 2 are intervening silences, it is readily apparent 

that utterances A and B are somehow connected by intervening silence 1. However, it 

does not logically or intuitively follow that utterance B somehow acts as a bridge 

between intervening silences 1 and 2 (Dauenhauer 6).

! Stuart’s transmedia composition Return and Recall deploys intervening silences 

in an especially creative and sensible way. The score is a grid where boxes may contain 

an ideogram indicating a kind of performative event; empty boxes represent silences. In 



Smith, Return and Recall, score



addition, the duration of each box is flexible, and as each performer composes their own 

part using the grid, he or she will encounter empty boxes on a more-or-less regular 

basis, thus composing silences that, at a minimum, will keep their part from devolving 

into what Dauenhauer somewhat disparagingly calls “pre-reflective chatter.” Any group 

composition made using this system will have silences of varying durations scattered 

throughout, and the frequency, duration, and relatively even distribution of those 

silences will ensure a kind of lexical sense and dramatic content, despite the fact that 

each performer’s part is composed independently, and any one part is coordinated with 

other parts only occasionally.

! In addition to intervening and fore-and-aft silences, Dauenhauer discusses a third 

broad category of silence, which he calls deep silence. Unlike the other two types of 

silence, deep silence does not have any kind of framing, rhythmic, or dramatic function, 

and while it is not possible without association with some utterance, deep silence is pre-

eminent over any particular utterance, whether it be between intimates, or between 

community members, as in the liturgical silence at a Quaker meeting (Dauenhauer 

16-19). The connection between Quaker practice and Stuart’s use of long periods of 

silence in works such as Meetings, Things That Grow Smaller, and To Freshen the 

Moment! has been examined in detail by José Lacerda in his article “The Silence...An 

Introduction to the Inner World of Stuart Saunders Smith” in the November 2012 issue 

of Percussive Notes. Stuart also draws a connection to deep silence via Norman O. 

Brown (and opposing Cage) in his 1994 article “Against Definition”:

! Listening to the "inner" recognizes that the intelligence of sound leaves 
! imprints—living sound fossils of fibrous roots infixed deep in restless twists, 
! which can be mined by leaving the mind, by listening into the silence. Not the 



! Cage silence of nonintention, but Norman O. Brown's "Silence is our mother 
! tongue"—the silence of the abyss—the nothing. (Smith 1994, 215)

! The following comment from Dauenhauer is a striking parallel: “In performing 

silence one acknowledges some center of significance of which he is not the source, a 

center to be wondered at, to be in awe of” (Dauenhauer 25).

Applications of Dauenhauer’s Phenomenology, or, When Taxonomies Fail

! ...Then we hear the piece again after going through
! this infernal analytical method.
! We then think we understand the composition
! because we can verbally identify its parts.
! •
! •
! •
! But not so...

—Stuart Saunders Smith

! How tempting it is to pick up one or more of Stuart’s works and try to classify 

each silence according to Dauenhauer’s three types! And how frustrating it would 

ultimately be, because a good deal of the uniqueness of Stuart’s work is realized 

through the creation of phenomenological ambiguity, and his treatment of silence is 

central to that concern. The works discussed below employ silences in ways that push 

at the edges of Dauenhauer’s taxonomy of silence.

! My first encounter with a mysterious silence in one of Stuart’s works was with the 

whole rest at the beginning of the second line of Links No. 3. As a performer, executing 

the rest was fairly simple, but its duration and placement near the beginning of the work 

created an unconventional phenomenology, and had I been familiar with Dauenhauer at 

the time, I could have explained the situation in his terms. It cannot be fore- or aft-

silence, as it does not open or close a large section of discourse. It may be some sort of 



Smith, Links No. 3, first two lines

intervening silence—it is placed as a break between two utterances, and perhaps its 

length is simply a reflection of an intended heightening of drama. This hypothesis is

stronger than the first, but there are still significant difficulties. Long intervening silences 

create a heightened sense of drama in two ways—either by being measurably longer 

than previous intervening silences, or by being of unconventional length within a type of 

familiar discourse, such as a joke or a conversation with someone you talk to often. 

Neither characteristic is present here: the rest follows the first phrase, so there are no 

other intervening silences against which to measure it, and the first phrase contains no 

signifiers of convention. One could conceivably measure the first silence against 

remembered intervening silences one has heard in similar compositions, but that 

answer is hardly satisfying. 

! What about deep silence? Strictly speaking, it’s a possibility, but this case does 

not compare favorably to the instances of explicit deep silence in works such as 

Meetings. In those instances, the amount of silence called for is much longer than this, 

and is often formally bracketed as a separate movement or section. (In Meetings, these 

silences are the second and fourth of five movements, and are three minutes and five 



minutes long, respectively.) The proportion of silence to sound here is not indicative of a 

deep-silence experience.

! A strong alternative argument is that Stuart uses this silence as a founded, 

positive, intentional performance whose discursive purpose is unclear. That may sound 

like a surrender, but it is not—this ambiguity of discursive purpose creates a kind of 

heightened attention as the listener attempts to regain their discursive bearings. Such a 

listener, like someone treading water looking for a piece of driftwood or a life preserver, 

will always be intently focused on the present. Unlike our water-treader, though, that 

listener is in an ideal situation—one of appreciating the present.

! Similar silences occur twice in Links No. 9 (Mosque), but here they are even 

longer—13 and 21 seconds, though still not deep-silence length. Additionally, each of 

these two positive silences is prepared by a single sustained note, held at a barely-

audible dynamic.

Smith, Links No. 9 (Mosque), 13-second silence



Smith, Links No. 9 (Mosque), 21-second silence

! When this kind of silence occurs in chamber works, there are often additional 

indications that, while their discursive purposes may be unclear, the silences retain their 

positivity and intentionality. A prime example is the silence near the end of Winter Taps 

for two speaking vibraphonists. The work is an example of “music of coexistence,” and 

Stuart directs the performers at times to perform events in rhythmic unison; such events 

are marked “R.U.” One of these events is comprised of eight quarter rests.

Smith, Winter Taps, part for player A, showing unison silence (event 12)



! Perhaps the most striking example of this silence-type is the series of silent 

tableaux in Stuart’s 2012 piece The Seed Savers. Scored for guitar and vibraphone, the 

piece contains seven large silences, each of which increases in duration from the one 

previous; the tableaux are eight, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, and 144 seconds long. The 

numbers are part of the Fibonacci series, a mathematical series in which any term is the 

sum of the previous two (13 plus 21 is 34, 21 plus 34 is 55, and so on). As the series 

diverges to infinity, the ratio between two consecutive terms approaches the Golden 

Ratio, and Stuart’s selection of these durations ensures that the proportional growth rate 

of the seven silences will be nearly constant. Stuart also indicates that they should be 

tableaux in the dramatic sense, containing both aural and visual silence—the 

performers should not move. 

! What might the phenomenology of this expanding series of silences be? The 

careful selection of their durations indicates that they are of the same kind, and exist as 

a set of some sort, but the large variation of their durations frustrates any simple 

solution regarding their discursive purpose. One might hazard a guess that even though 

they are not intervening silences, the growth of their durations might imply a sense of 

successively increasing drama. A working theory might operate along the following 

lines:

! A listener will recognize the silences as being related to one another, and each 

successive occurrence will be registered by the listener as something increasingly 

familiar. Some listeners, by the time the second or third silence comes around, will likely  

determine that the silences are recurring structural elements, assigning them a certain 

importance in their cognition of the piece, and perhaps even beginning to wonder when 



the next silence might happen. However, this recognition is not rewarded on either a 

microscopic or macroscopic level. Since each silence is longer that the previous one, 

there is no time to be saved by quickly recognizing and assimilating the silences solely 

as structural elements, and there aren’t any conventional signifiers to signal an astute 

listener as to where they are in the terrain of the piece—it could spiral out forever, as the 

Fibonacci series does. Listeners who try to listen to the language of the piece will find 

themselves repeatedly tossed back into the deep end of the pool of the piece itself—into 

the now, and the now, and the now. The piece rejects listeners’ attempts to analyze it in 

real time, and encourages a listening posture of...simply listening. Listeners who insist 

on chasing their gold-star sticker for Correct Analytical Listening would do well to listen 

to the advice embedded in the piece, spoken by the performers:

! We float,
! We, in silence,
! looking at nothing before,
! but before.

Conclusion

! El deber del poeta
! Consiste en superar la página en blanco
! Dudo que eso sea posible.

! [The duty of the poet
! Is to overcome the blank page
! I doubt that's possible.]

 —Nicanor Parra, “Letters From a Poet Who Sleeps in a Chair,” verse XIII

! A caveat: obviously, phenomenologies of silence only play a partial role in the 

phenomenology of a work or a body of work. The sounding portions of The Seed 

Savers, for example, also deserve careful consideration, but the tools to facilitate that 



discussion are well-known and well-represented, whereas tools for discussing silence 

are relatively few in number, at least currently.

! It is also important to note that this paper merely skims the surface of 

Dauenhauer’s work—his discussion of discursive silence goes into great detail with 

great subtlety, and is not merely limited to the sorting of silences into three baskets. In 

fact, there is a good deal of work to be done drawing connections between various 

phenomenologies of music and Dauenhauer’s work relating to levels of discourse, topic-

centered vs. audience-centered discourse, and degrees of discursive intimacy. It is 

fertile ground.

! Silence is a powerful, polyvalent phenomenon. Throughout his body of work, 

Stuart has made conscious use of silence to achieve a striking variety of artistic and 

spiritual ends. It is my hope that this paper further illuminates the fact that it is, in part, 

his skillful and creative handling of silence that makes the music of Stuart Saunders 

Smith a unique and invaluable contribution to our field, and our world.
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